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NTA (UGC) NET JRF Exam Preparation Strategy

The NTA (UGC) NET exam is to be administered in the objective mode for the 1st time from June-
December 2023 the question arises how should an individual prepare and what all should he keep in
mind to crack the NTA (UGC) NET.

The new Objective type test pattern would require candidates to practice each topic because
questions can be expected from any area of the subject thus, extensive studying is required.

What is interesting is the apparent de-emphasis on the electives in paper III of NTA (UGC) NET.
Earlier, paper III used to be the dreaded subjective section of this exam in which out 19 questions, 5
were from electives. Particularly, the number of elective would range from 1 to 5 depending on the
subject.

It appears that now no choice of electives may be provided, as paper III of NTA (UGC) NET in the
new pattern would comprise of 75 questions, all are mandatory.

Candidates must go through their course syllabus twice or thrice before taking up the exam, not to
forget keeping suf�icient time for revisions. Regular mock tests, atleast once a week should form a
routine part.

Mock tests build con�idence level in the candidates, give a useful insight on what his speed and level
of preparation is and where all he should enhance. For example, if a candidate is preparing hard
and is still not performing well in the mock tests, he or she can judge what is his weakness and he
can ultimately work on it.

Given that there is no negative marking, the objective paper would help the well prepared
candidates to be luckier during the exam.

Still taking suf�icient number of full length tests under timed conditions can proves remarkable in
scoring in the objective type paper.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
Sir...i	have	completed	my	MBA	with	specialization	on	marketing	and	human	resource.	kindly
suggest	me	some	book	for	the	preparation..is	there	any	mark	limit	for	participating	UGC	exam

(-	mi...@	on	07-Oct-2018)

1	Answer

For management NET preparation refer
https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/Management/
[https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/Management/]

- mi...@ on 07-Oct-2018
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I	am	preparing	for	the	UGC	NET(Environmental	Science).So	i	don't	know	which	material	i
have	to	choose..pls	suggest	me.

(-	am...@	on	22-Sep-2018)

1	Answer

For Environmental science preparation kindly visit
https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/Environmental-Science/
[https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/Environmental-Science/] (you will �ind mock practice
tests for environmental science as well)

- am...@ on 22-Sep-2018

Regarding	ugc	net	subject	i.e.	social	medicine	and	community	health,	i'am	not	getting	any
objective	question	like	other	subjects.	How	to	get	that	daily	objective	question	series.

(-	sh...@	on	15-Aug-2018)

1	Answer

Practice sets will be available @ https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/
[https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/]

- sh...@ on 15-Aug-2018

I	am	preparing	for	the	UGC	NET(electronics).So	i	don't	know	which	material	i	have	to
choose..pls	suggest	me.

(-	mo...@	on	03-Aug-2017)

1	Answer

Refer electronic science booklist at - https://www.examrace.com/Subject-Book-Lists/Electronics-
Book-List.html [/Subject-Book-Lists/Electronics-Book-List.html]

- mo...@ on 03-Aug-2017

I	m	Pursuing	masters	degree	in	physical	education	and	want	to	qualify	my	net
examination....kindly	suggest	me	the	books	,	which	are	having	accurate	contents	for
qualifying	net	examination.

(-	kh...@	on	13-Jul-2017)

1	Answer

For booklist for physical education visit - https://www.examrace.com/Subject-Book-Lists/
[/Subject-Book-Lists/]

- kh...@ on 13-Jul-2017

I'm	in	MA	(English)	second	semester	and	I	wanted	to	clear	net	exam	so	please	suggest	me	how
to	study	and	what	is	the	study	material	for	this	exam

(-	ga...@	on	30-Jun-2017)

1	Answer

https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/Environmental-Science/
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For solved past papers for english literature NET visit -
https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/English/
[https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/English/]

- ga...@ on 30-Jun-2017

I	am	a	commerce	student,	and	I	want	to	clear	net	Nov	2017.	could	you	please	tell	me	the	link
that	could	help	me	out.

(-	sa...@	on	13-Jun-2017)

1	Answer

For clearing NET visit the following link for solved past papers -
https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/ [https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/]

- sa...@ on 13-Jun-2017

I	have	completed	my	master	of	design	space	(fashion	design)	and	I	want	to	be	a	professor
could	you	tell	me	the	subject	tell	me	?	and	can	i	write	visual	art	subject

(-	ra...@	on	24-Apr-2017)

1	Answer

Kindly check out the eligibility rules as mentioned in the recent noti�ication by CBSE NET

- ra...@ on 24-Apr-2017

sir	i	have	completed	my	m.sc.	(physics)	and	i	want	to	be	a	professor	.	net	is	a	way	to	�ill	my
dream	but	i	have	no	idea	how	to	crack	this	exam	.can	this	exam	be	quali�ied	one	or	two
attempts.

(-	sa...@	on	29-Sep-2016)

1	Answer

Yes if you prepare wholeheartedly you can de�initely crack NET exam. For physics you will have to
appear for CSIR NET. To get detailed solutions for past papers for CSIR NET physical sciences visit -
https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/CSIR/ [https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/CSIR/]

- sa...@ on 29-Sep-2016

I	am	in	Msc	1st	semester	in	ecology	and	environmental	science.	how	should	i	prepare	for	net
exam?	?	and	kindly	suggest	me	some	books	for	the	preparation?

(-	ro...@	on	16-Sep-2016)

1	Answer

You can refer environmental science solutions for past papers available at -
https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/ [https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/]

- ro...@ on 16-Sep-2016
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